COMPLEX & HIGH-STAKES LITIGATION
Diamond McCarthy is a national litigation boutique practicing in complex and high-stakes business cases.
From “bet your company” commercial disputes to business dissolutions, qui tam “whistleblower” lawsuits to
class actions, we are known as creative, sophisticated, thorough and tenacious litigators on both sides of the
docket. We frequently are asked to tackle issues of first impression in the courts and regularly argue such
issues in the trial and appellate courts. Across the country and around the world, in courts, arbitration forums,
and in alternative dispute resolutions, we provide premier representation for our clients. In international
litigation, Diamond McCarthy partners with outstanding lawyers in foreign forums to provide the best possible
counsel to meet each client’s particular needs.
When major law firms must refer clients and cases due to conflicts, Diamond McCarthy is often on their short
list. This is because Diamond McCarthy has garnered a reputation for excellence in the legal community by
working with – and often opposing – many of the most formidable large firms in the country with much
success. While we are best known for our representation of corporate and high-net-worth individual plaintiffs,
Diamond McCarthy attorneys also defend these same clients with equal vigor and tenacity. We are also noted
for our superior forensic work in the discovery phase and our ability to augment the value of various economic
and financial experts with our lawyers’ strong business, finance and accounting acumen.
Whether taking the role of lead counsel or serving as co-counsel, Diamond McCarthy’s value is reflected in
our results, in our cost-effective, no-nonsense approach, and in our client commitment.
In the litigation arena, Diamond McCarthy serves as lead and as co-counsel in disputes involving a wide
range of industries and legal issues. At the core of our practice are representations involving:
Financial Institutions
Bankruptcy, Business Dissolutions & Restructuring
International & Cross-Border matters
Securities and Regulatory issues
Antitrust
Energy and Environmental issues
Health Care
Intellectual Property
Real Estate
Qui Tam
At Diamond McCarthy, we are not just great trial and appellate lawyers. We are also skilled advocates in
pre-trial settlement negotiations and in arbitration and mediation channels. We have represented clients in
alternative dispute resolution tribunals across the nation.
Whether in one jurisdiction or across many, in a complicated class action or for a single client, Diamond
McCarthy offers the skill, experience and innovation to meet every client’s needs.

